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This is not... 
 
“Ceci n’est pas une pipe” reads one of the most famous works of surrealist painter René                1

Magritte, depicting an image of a pipe. Surrealism as artform is a reaction to the surrounding                
circumstances of war, questioning society and culture through rejection of conventional social            
structures (Nagel, 2007, pp.6, 12-13). Magritte does this by challenging his audience to             
understand his painting not as a pipe, but as what it actually is - a painting of a pipe - thereby                     
touching upon semiology. His painting is not an actual pipe, but merely a sign of a pipe. It is the                    2

observer, who gives the shape the meaning in order to refer to a certain object. 
With our photo essay “This is not…” we attempt, just as Magritte did, to question social                

structures and thus deconstruct signs in International Relations (IR). Our hypothesis is that             
IR-signs are often subject to a process of (seemingly) arbitrary (re)production of meaning, which              
can change over time and its geographical location. We would like to provoke our audience to                
review their understanding of what symbols of IR mean to them and how this meaning is                
influenced by their frame of reference. In order to do so, we will first introduce the                
methodological tool “semiology/semiotics” and subsequently explain the process of         
deconstruction in “This is not…”, in which we contrasted a selection of IR-signs in their frequent                
use with images we took ourselves of these very symbols in a different environment. 

 
As they convey meaning, the images of “This is not…” may be considered to be signs.                
According to Ferdinand de Saussure’s dyadic model, signs consist of two analytical elements,             
namely the concept or object (signified) and the form (signifier), while the real-world object a               
sign relates to is the referent. Saussure stressed that the relationship between the two former is                
by no means natural or necessary, but instead socially constructed and therefore potentially             
problematic (Saussure; Rose pp.113-114). 

Charles Sanders Peirce suggests that signs come in one of three possible forms, which              
can be distinguished from each other based on the manner in which the link between concept                
and form is considered (Rose, p.118-120). The three types are: icon (e.g. toothbrush             
moustache), symbol (e.g. peace dove, peace sign) and index (e.g. camouflage patterns, 9/11             
numbers). Most of the signs we considered seem to be connotive rather than denotive, as they                
do not describe what the viewer sees, but rather convey a separate concept or object (Rose,                
p.121). 

Some of the signs in IR (only) make sense in relation to (knowledge of) a specific                
historical episode (e.g. the toothbrush moustache or the combination of the numbers 9 and 11)               
or a customary practice (e.g. the camouflage pattern). Furthermore, the use of some of these               
images has become so commonplace that the image itself has become the most important site               
of its meaning (Rose, p.109). This does not preclude the possibility that the meaning of such                
signs is not solely made by the sign itself, but also by, for example, the sender and/or receiver.                  
Many of the images seem to have become the objective correlates of their objects (e.g. a dove                 

1 French for “this is not a pipe.” 
2 In this case the drawing of a pipe is performing the function of an icon, resembling the referent (= an 
actual pipe). 
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is peace(ful) and even becomes a signifier for an organisation’s or a person’s intention; Rose,               
p.124). 

Likewise, the semiotic context is important. Seeing for example a toothbrush moustache            
in relation to a swastika might be seen as referring to Nazism whereas in relation to a bowler hat                   
it might be seen as an icon for Charlie Chaplin, an outspoken critic of Nazism. The context                 
renders this sign polysemic. However, an additional sign might provide anchorage, helping the             
receiver to choose the right meaning in the right context - the swastika to signify a nazi and the                   
bowler hat to signify a comic actor (Rose, p.121). 
 
Analysis of pictures: 
 

1. The camouflage pattern was originally used by soldiers or hunters on their uniforms. As              
synecdoche it might represent military, war or conflict as such. Although the military use              
remains unchanged, the adoption of this pattern in everyday life (e.g. fashion) renders its              
meaning highly context dependent and, today, few would consider a person on the             
market wearing a camouflage jacket to be part of the military. However, if the military               
jacket as symbol is used in relation to another symbol of military power (e.g. an               
automatic gun), the two symbols in relation to each other begin to convey its original               
meaning. Thus we can see how a sign’s meaning changes in different circumstances             
and in relation to other signs - even how they can lose their original meaning when taken                 
out of their usual context. 
 

2. A toothbrush moustache is as synecdoche associated with Adolf Hitler, which in the             
broader sense connotes Nazism and the World War II. A man with a similar type of                
moustache ordering vegetables at a market stall has no inherent relation to Nazism, and              
yet the observer tends to connect these two. The reference to Hitler seems dominant,              
although there are other famous people wearing such a moustache (e.g. Charlie            
Chaplin, Robert Mugabe, Mosche Scharet).  
 

3. A dove with an olive branch in its beak is considered a sign of peace. In real life,                  
however, a bird carrying a branch in its beak is not expected to bring about peace. It is                  
‘merely’ a pigeon building its nest and has no particular symbolic value for the observer.               
The idealized image of a dove is now the most important site of its meaning (Rose                
p.109), and when presented in different form (a real bird with branch), it loses this               
meaning.  

 
4. The nuclear disarmament sign is a typical example of how the meaning of signs can               

change over time. ‘A circle encompassing a broken cross’ started to represent nuclear             
disarmament campaigns in Britain in 1950s, and intended to show ‘human despair in a              
world facing the threat of nuclear catastrophe’ (Wittner). Over time, the sign mostly lost              
its original meaning and came to represent the hippie culture and peace in general.  
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5. The numbers 9 and 11 used in combination attained their meaning in relation to a               
particular historical event. They began to represent the series of terrorist attacks that             
took place in the U.S. on 11 September 2001. Later, this combination of numbers has               
become an index of the ‘war on terror’ in general. This connection between these              
numbers and the historic event or the concept of 'war on terror' has become so powerful                
that - even when taken out of context - a spectator might still be able to interpret them as                   
referring to the latter. Furthermore, the meaning of this sign, as well as the punctum it                
potentially contains, is strongly dependent on the receptor (i.e. whereas it may provoke             
grief or hatred to an American citizen, it might result in pride when seen by an Islamic                 
extremist). 

 
6. The rainbow as sign is recently being attributed to the LGBTQ+ movement. The original              

symbolic meaning of a rainbow, however, is peace (e.g. the Italian 1961 peace             
movement or in the Christian religion as promise to peace). The use by the LGBTQ+               
community has also given it the meaning of diversity - each color reflects a different               
aspect of humanity (BBC News, 2017). Yet, in order to connote this specific meaning,              
the rainbow has to have a certain form (of a flag), has to be used in specific context (e.g.                   
on pride parades), or has to be anchored by a text that guides interpretation. Otherwise,               
the rainbow loses its connoted meaning (such as real rainbow - it does not have the                
meaning of the rainbow flag, it is merely a natural phenomenon).  

 
 
All of the examples discussed above show how meaning of signs in IR is often arbitrary,                
dynamic and context-dependent. In all our cases, we can observe that it is ultimately the               
receiver of the image who makes sense of the sign and we would therefore like to ask our                  
reader to go back to the images and reflect on their own meaning-making when exposed to                
these signs of IR - why this particular meaning? Where does it come from? Could there be other                  
interpretations? What can we learn about our understanding of IR as field of study? 
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